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FOREWORD 

As, the temperature or thermal sources Is Increased, a 

region (kT > 2 kev) is encountered in which transport of the 

emitted photom (of the order of 10 - ^00 kev) through low 

and medium atomic number materials Is determined by other 

than photoelectric absorption only.  Recent Kaman Nuclear re- 

ports include pertinent discussions, but it was considered 

useful to generalize and extend this work and to collect work- 

ing equations and graphs under one cover.  This paper briefly 

discusses the phenomenology of Compton and Rayleigh scatter- 

ing, establishes working equations, provides tables of scat- 

tering data, displays graphs of equations and data in the pho- 

ton energy range from one to one-thousand kev, discusses the 

effect of scattering on x-ray transport, and suggests general 

methods of solution of the multiple scattering problem. 
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A B B T R A C T 

Gompton and Rayleigh scattering for x-ra/s in the 

range of 10 to 1000 kev is described, and equations, data, 

and graphs are nresented. Effects of scattering on trans- 

port are discussed, and methods of solving the multiple 

scattering transport problem are suggested. 
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X-RAY TRANSPORT - I 

(SCATTERING) 

1.  Introduction 

In the transport of x-x'aya through matter, there are three 

dominant mechanisms of interaction.  These are the photoelec- 

tric effect, the Compton effect, and pair production, having 

domains of relative dominance as shown in Figure 1. 

The region of interest here is 10 < hv    <  1000 kev where 

pair production may be neglected.  Other less dominant effects 

2 
have been shown to be unimportant except for the Rayleigh ef- 

fect whion will be considered below.  Also, the Compton ef- 

fect- is discussed in terms of its three components:  (l) ab- 

sorption, (2) inelastic scattering from free electrons, and 

(3) inelastic scattering from bound electrons. 

2.  Compton Free  Electron Inelastic Scattering Relationships 

Assuming a stationary electron, the recoil electron kine- 

tic energy E greater than the electron binding energy B , and 

applying the laws of conservation of relativistic energy and 

momentum to the situation in Figure 2. 

One obtains for the scattered photon wavelength shift 

>' - x = (h/m c)  (1 - cos e) (1) o       o 
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COMPTON SCATTERING 

( FREE ELECTRON - INCOHERENT ) 

x'-xo= (h/moc) (t -cose) 

INCIDENT PHOTON 
hv0=a (in0e2) 

ATOMIC 
ELECTRON 

COMPTON 
RECOIL 
ELECTRON 

COMPTON 
SCATTERED 
PHOTON   h^' 

FIGURE 2 

COMPTON SCATTERING OF A PHOTON BY AN ELECTRON 



and for the scattered photon energy, using a = hi/ /m c , 
o' o 

hv1   - h^o^1 + aU - cos e)] (2) 

which is plotted in Figure 3 for 10 < hv    <  1000 kev.  Equa- 

tion 2 determines the energy hu'   of a photon of incident en- 

ergy hv    scattered at an angle Q. 

The recoil electron direction, <p,   is related to e and a 

by 

cot (p = (1 + a) Ian (e / 2) (3) 

which is shown in Figure 4. 

Recoil electron kinetic energy is given by 

E = hiy0 - hi/' = hi;oa(l ~ cos e) / [1 + «{l - cos 9)]  (4) 

and is plotted in Figure 5. This may be expressed in terms of P 

using Equation (3). 

s 
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iflfgij , h ^ ifta Biiiiii wMh ilitypanBi  tfin niMbar .of phoboni: 

i   in  H   |i|Ji j lUl^   llpj gi t-n tuny  be  dertorlbeä by  a  tllf- 

i(af) j     . MTMü _ i iiaHbeiLü^flig g i rc n). (5) 

ii iuiii U BB i Ja a pai^Llaulftp dlrtetlon may 

bf ilyet} b| ■ iillWinllii  s«?*Hiring aroii auction per elec- 

At   a   )   ■ Ü1'1'^ fli^ninffifi^^fi6  (^rg/Bec-electron)       (6) 
Ineldent InitriBlty (grg/cm -aec) 

and  the amount uT gnergy  abaorbed by the elctron may be given 

by the differential absorption cross section per electron 

,/        \   _ energy absorbed/sec  (erg/sec-electron).       /„% 
■ e a . 2 incident Intensity (erg/cm -sec) 

These are related as follows [and shown in Figure (6)]: 

d(eor) - d(ea3) + d(eaa) , 

^e^s) = f  d<e*) ' 
Q 

(8) 

(9) 

and 
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d(ea) d(   r      ) (10) 

The differential cross sections per atom are obtained by multi- 

plying by the atomic number Z of the material, e.g.. 

d(au) = Z d(ea) (11) 

Explicitly, the differential collision cross section for in- 

cident unpolarized radiation derived by Klein and Nishina 

is given by 

dLor) = r  dfi e '   o 1/Tl + a(l - cos e)]' [CL + sos^8)/2] 

C1 + j a2(l - co329)2/(l + cos2e) LI + a(l - cosg)] |]   (.12) 

2    2 1^ where r ^ e /m c = 2.8l8 x 10 -^ cm and dn = differential 

element of solid angle at 9 into which photons are scattered. 

This equation is known to agree well with experiments up to 

a = 600.  For small a  it reduces to the Thomson scattering 

equation.  From Equations (8), (9)^ (lO)j. and (ll), one may 

obtain explicit forms for d( cr ),   df cr ), d(.. a ),   and d( a ) . es    ea    as       aa 

From 

dn = 2-n  sin 8 de (13) 

we have 

- .■ .■ . •- 
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which gives the probability per incident photon per electron 
2 

per cm of material that the scattered photon will te directed 

between 9 and 9 + dQ.  This Is shown in Figure 7. 

Using Equations (3) and (13)., the number of electrons 

recoiled into d<p at p  may be written 

d(ecr)/d(p = [d(ea)/dQ] [ 27T( 1 + cos §) sin p] /(1 + a) sin (p. (15) 

Cross sections giving the probability of an event occurring 

so that a photon is scattered into a restricted angular region 

may be determined from the integrals of the differential cross 

sections; e.g., 

ea (e^ ^ e s eu) = f Ld(ea) / dn] dn.    (16) 

Values for (0 < 6 £ 9 ) are plotted in Figure 8, from wMch 

much useful Information may be obtained, sucn as: 

(1) the number of photons scattered into the interval 

91 <: 9 ^ 92 corresponds to e^(92) - g^Cf^) > 

(2) the collision cross section for forward scattering is 

a(^ t / 2)   and for backward scattering is ^oi^w)   - ^(ji^ii/2), 
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(3}  the 11111.^61' ol" i'ocoJ.I. electrons scattered into (p, •:. (p < $ 

ia read from Figure 8 after using Equation (3), or Figure 

(4) the number of photons scattered between 9, and 9p is the 

number of electrons scattered between ip, and (p2  where the 

angles are related by Equation (3), and 

(5) the fraction of scattered photons with more than an arbi- 

trary energy is obtained in conjunction with Figure 3. 

For example, what fraction of 100 kev photons have energy 

greater than 80 kev? From Figure 3, 9 ^ 100°; and from 

Figure 8, a{z  100°) = 320 and aU l800) = 500; thus, the 

fraction is 320/500 = .64. 

One also may obtain, from Equation (16), the average (total 

over-all scattering angles) collision cross section per elec- 

tron, which is the probability of removal of a photon from a 

collirnated team while passing through an absorber with one 

electron/cm , 

eo = I  d(ea) 
o 

= Zur     1 + 0! I 2(1 + 3}       ln(l + ggjl     ln(l + 2a)       (l + 3a     /^ 
0      ^   Ll-2a a       J- 2a        -  (l42fy)2-    -7) 

which,   for a «  1 becomes 
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ea = (8irr0
2/3) [l - 3a + (?6a

2/5) - (l33a
3/10) + ^a4 + ....]. (18) 

For a - 0.2 terms up to a are sufficient for 5^ accuracy. 

For a » 1, Equation (l?) tecomes 

ea = 7:ro
2 (l + 2 In 2«) / 2a . (19) 

Similarly., 

CT  _    2 find + 2a)        2(1+ g)   (2a
2 - 2a - l) ,    Sg2    1 

^s ■ ^o  L : ^^M , ,.^2 + rr; . 2a)3J- 

(20) 

a       a (± + 2« j 3 v 1 + 2a} 

From these, one may obtain the average anergy per scat- 

i photon, (hi,,l)avj as the energy scatti 

divided by the number of collisions; i.e.. 

tered photon, (hyl)avJ as the energy scattered in all collisions 

^'^av = (h^) e^/> • (21) 

Using Equations (21) and (4), one obatlns the average energy 

of the recoil electrons, E '  av 

Also, one may writs, using Equations (12), (13), and (2), 

the number of photons scattered into dhi/' at hy' as 

^QV)     
d(e^) 

dn de 

d hi/'   dn   de dhy' 

 n - ■ 



(ffro
2^moc2) ;   :   ,   , 

or  In  terms  of a, 

cJ(ea)/da'   =  (Trro
2/a

2) 

-8- 

hu    - hu'   2 

hu La2      hi/o      a ^   " hy    J 
o 

(22) 

(a/a1)  +  (a'/a)   - 2C (l/a')-(i/a) j 

+ [(1/a )-(l/a)]
2 

which  is  plotted in Figure   (9). 

Various  cross  sections  per electron and average energies 

are  listed be^ow  in Table  I. 

(22) 
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Table I 

FREE ELECTRON KLEIN-NISHINA AND 

RAYLEIGH CROSS SECTIONS AND 

AVERAGE ENERGIES 

(kev) —P7   P 
(10  ' cm"/electron) 

e^s e^a 

-27  2 / (10  'cm / 
electron) 

R 
a 

(key) 

(hp') av 

(kev) 

Eav 

10 

15 
20 

30 
40 

50 

60 

80 

100 

150 

200 

300 

400 

500 

640.5 

629.0 

618.O 

597.6 

578.7 

56I.5 

545.7 

517.3 
492.8 

443.6 

406.5 

353.5 

316.7 

289.7 

628.5 
611.6 

595.7 
566.5 
540.1 
516.2 
494. 
456, 
424, 

363. 
318.6 
258.2 
218.6 

190.5 

12.0 

17.4 
22.3 
31.1 
38.6 

45.3 
51.2 
60.6 
68.0 

80.5 

87.9 
95-3 
98.1 
99.2 

910. 
476. 

303. 
125. 
74.6 
38.0 

28.5 
19.0 

16.3 

9-8 
14.6 

19.3 
28.4 

37.3 
46.0 

54.4 
70.6 
86.2 

122.8 
156.8 
219.1 
276.0 

329.0 

0.20 
0.40 

0.70 
1.60 
2.70 
4.00 
5.60 
9.40 

13.3 
27.2 
43.2 

80.9 
124. 

171. 
600 267.5 169.2 98.3 379.0 221. 
faoo 235.0 138.9 96.1 473.0 327. 
1000 

1 
211.2 118.3 92.9 560.O 440. 
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4.  Compion Bound Electron Inelastic Scattering 

From Table I., we see that for low h^ the average elec- 

tron recoil energy becomes of the order of B . and the free 

electron assumption of the Compton effect derivation may be 

violated.  This and the initial momentum an electron has in 

an atom results in a small shift of hi»1 and (V - \ ) which 

we will neglect.  More importantly, electron binding affects 

the differential collision cross section because it introduces 

a probability that the electron will not be recoiled from the 

atom but excited to a different bound energy level instead. 

The mutually independent probabilities of collision, and either 

recoil or excitation results in a total differential incoherent 

collision cross section given by 

d(eCJincoh) / dn " [d(eCT) / da] S        (23) 

3,0 where S ■= S(hv^, Z, Q)     is the incoherent scattering function-'-' 
7 

which may be expressed' as a function of a parameter v where 

v = (2/3) (137/Z2/3) («} sin(9/2) = {^/3)^0/\){l/Z2'/3)sln{B/2) 

(24) 

Of the various approaches to an analytical expression for S, 

c 6 
we select here that derived^'  on the Thomas-Fe^' i atomic model 

plotted in Figure 10 and given by the empirical equation 
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S = 1 - e ̂ .873v
Ü-8559 

(?.5) 

to within 10%  accuracy. 

- *  Raylelgh Elastic Scattering 

For sufficiently small Incident photon energy compared 

to the electron's binding energy there is too little energy 

transferred to the electron to produce recoil or excitation. 

The entire atom absorbs the photon momentum and the scattered 

radiation has no wavelength shift.  All electrons in an atom 

act similarly so scattering from electrons in the same atom 

Is in phase or coherent and in the low energy limit becomes 
D 

classical Thomson scattering .  (If many atoms are in an or- 

dered arrangement, the scattering Is called Bragg reflection.) 

This may be treated like Compton bound electron scattering by 

modifying the Thomson differential coherent scattering (no 

absorption) cross section by an atomic structure factor"' 1 , 

F, getting 

dU^oh^n = ("n /2) ^ + C03" 6) P" *   (26) 

where F = F(h^o, Z, 9) = F(u) and 

u 2(l37/-r7'1/3) a 3in (a/2) - Ma A)(l/zly/3) sln(e//2).  (27) 



■Yc 

. 11 Figure 11 chows F/2 taken Trom Nelrac and Oppenheim ,   from 

which the empirical expression 

F/z - e-l.«i8u0-38M(x + ^.2998, t 3-S66 x 10-3 

(28) 

has been computed accurate tj within lOfo. 

6.     Photon Transport, Build-Up, and Distribution 

Transport through a medium may result in an accumulation 

of primary direct photons and secondary scattered photons at 

a point of interest.  The ratio of the number of primary nlus 

secondary photons to the number of primary photons at a point 

is called the build-up factor B. 

Upon Compton scattering, the scaotered photon has lower 

energy and is more susceptible to further "energy loss" by 

additional Compton scattering or photoelectric absorption.  A 

Raylelgh scattered photon has a large probability of being 

Compton scattered or phctoelectricaiTy absorbed upon further 

collision.  An increase In the probability of collisions by 

an increase in dimension or density of the transport material, 

therefore, degrades the energy spectrum to lower values, spreads 

the time of arrival of photons, aistributes the directions of 

arrival of photons, and changes B. 

I i 



N 

15 20 25 30 35 40 

u = 2 (137)  (a/ZV3) SIN  (e/2) 

50 55 
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If the transport medium geometry (actually distance mul- 

tiplied by density, pd) is small compared to photon mean free 

paths or if only narrow photon teams are considered, then for 

attenuation the usual exponential expression is used with the 

PE   c   R      c attenuation coefficient consisting OJ. a  +7    + a with a 

12 modil'ied for bound electrons  .  For energy depos Iticn the 

PE    c       c absorption coefficient a  + cr  with a  modified for bound a       a 
12 electrons  is used.  In either case, corrections for fluor- 

escence in high Z materials and BremsStrahlung at high ener- 

1^ gies should be considered' . 

When the transport medium pd is of the order of mean free 

paths or when the medium has finite thickness but infinite ex- 

tent so that only a few successive scatterings occur, one may 

14 apply the scattering equations the appropriate number of times 

using the ^ompton collision or absorption coefficients for at- 

tenuation or deposition, respectively.  However, if the mean 

free path of the scattered photon is less than od, the prob- 

ability of its being absorbed before escaping the medium is 

increased so that for energy deposition the absorption coef- 

ficient is only a lower limit while the attenuation coefficient 

is an upper limit.  For pd much larger than the collision mean 

free path of the scattered photon, the attenuation coefficient 

would be used for energy deposition as well as attenuation. 



-14- 

When od is sufficiently large for multiple scattering 

to occur, simple multiple application of the above equations 

becomes inordinately complicated and solutions to the problem 

of photon build-up and distribution must be obtained from 

other methods such as a statistical study of scattering of 

14 many photons or the more general transport theory. 

Inherent difficulties and inaccuracies in approximate 

solutions of the general transport theory limit its practical 

usefulness,, therefore, statistical methods such as the Kaman 

15 Nuclear Monte CarxC Gamma Ray Transport Code  written for the 

12 IBM 7090 Computei and recently adapted for x-rays  are more 

popular for practical calculations of photon build-up and dis- 

tribution resulting from scattering. 

A report describing the Monte Carlo computations and in- 

cluding results for air transport, is in preparation. 
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